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Abstract
The paper presents a %rst reconstruction of Hoare’s theory of CSP in terms of partial automata
and related coalgebras. We show that the concepts of processes in Hoare (Communicating Se-
quential Processes, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cli-s, NJ, 1985) are strongly related to the concepts
of states for special, namely, %nal partial automata. Moreover, we show how the deterministic
and nondeterministic operations in Hoare (1985) can be interpreted in a compatible way by
constructions on the semantical level of automata. Based on this, we are able to interpret %nite
process expressions as representing %nite partial automata with designated initial states. In such
a way we provide a new method for solving recursive process equations which is based on the
concept of %nal automata. The coalgebraic reconstruction of CSP allows us to use coinduction as
a new proof principle. To make evident the usefulness of this principle we prove some example
laws from Hoare (1985). c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For people usually working on model theory or semantics of formal speci%cations it
becomes often very hard to approach the area of process calculi and process algebras.
There are processes without any physical basis. There is no di-erence between
such concepts as machine, process, agent, state, and system. There is syntax without
semantics. There is no di-erence between processes and process expressions. And so on.
The paper is devoted to make a basic step to overcome these di<culties. In contrast
to the area of process calculi we insist on the clear intuition that there is an essen-
tial di-erence between the concepts of system (machine, agent), state, and process,
respectively. A system has di-erent states and processes are devoted to describe the
(observable) behavior of systems, where two states can be observed to be di-erent
indeed by the fact that di-erent processes start in these states.
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The aim of the paper is to make evident that CSP can be interpreted as a theory of
processes for special (deterministic and nondeterministic) partial automata. The theory
that allows to bring CSP and automata into a common perspective is the theory of
coalgebras [6]. We show the coincidence between the concepts of processes in [4] and
the concepts of states in %nal automata (coalgebras). Moreover, we analyze how far
the constructions and operations in [4] on the level of processes can be related to and
justi%ed by corresponding compatible constructions on the level of arbitrary automata.
This analysis will put many of the informal arguments and intuitions in [4] on a formal
semantical level.
We insist also on a clear distinction between the concept of process and the con-
cept of process expression. Traditionally, process expressions are used for a (%nite)
syntactical representation of processes and the algebraic laws in [4] tell which process
expressions denote the same process. Process expressions, however, can be also seen in
a compatible way as syntactical representations of (%nite) automata with initial states.
Compatibility means that the process starting in the corresponding initial state coin-
cides with the process represented by the same process expression. This observation
o-ers a new method to solve recursive process equations: A recursive process equation
describes a %nite automaton with an initial state and the image of this state with respect
to the unique homomorphism into the %nal automaton (with processes as states) is the
solution of the recursive equation. We draw attention to the fact that there is no need
to impose a cpo structure on processes to describe the solution of recursive equations
by means of %xed-point constructions in cpo’s. Within the coalgebraic approach the
%xed-point construction can be seen as being shifted to an external level and as made
only once, namely, if we describe the %nal automaton (coalgebra) as the result of a
category theoretic %xed point construction [11, 14].
We hope that the integrated view on CSP, automata, and coalgebras developed in
this paper will be a step in achieving uni%cations of theories in computing science as
advocated by Hoare in [5]. Such an integrated view, however, has also a value for its
own: It becomes easier to explain and to teach process calculi. By relating operations
on the level of processes to constructions on the level of automata the possible and
adequate scope of applications of CSP becomes more clear for “users”. Finally, I
believe that a satisfactory formal treatment of a phenomenon in computing requires to
consider it from di-erent viewpoints and to understand well the transitions between
these di-erent viewpoints.
Since the paper tries to bridge two separate areas it is written mainly for two kinds
of readers. A reader familiar with coalgebraic reasoning as presented, e.g., in [6], can
read the paper as an introduction to and an explanation of basic concepts and ideas of
CSP. Technically, there will be nothing really new concerning the theory of coalgebras.
A reader familiar with CSP or other process calculi should be also able to read the
paper and should become acquainted with basic coalgebraic concepts and reasoning.
Besides this, the paper is self-contained in a way that anybody interested in the theory
of processes can read it with some bene%t.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the concept of de-
terministic process according to [4] and make apparent the strong relationship to the
concept of deterministic partial automaton. Thereby, it turns out that processes are
related to the curried version of partial automata, as studied in [10], thus a coalgebraic
treatment of processes appears to be quite natural.
In Section 3 we outline how process expressions can be interpreted as syntactical
representations of %nite partial automata. We show that this semantical interpretation
is compatible with the “process interpretation” of expressions according to [4].
Section 4 makes evident that [4] de%nes the interaction of processes in a coalge-
braic manner. Moreover, we show that interaction of processes corresponds on the
semantical level to the synchronization of automata, i.e., the processes in an arbitrary
synchronized automaton can be described by the interaction of the processes of the
single components.
In Section 5 we discuss Hoare’s treatment of branching and internal nondeterminism
which is based on the idea of acceptance (refusal) sets. We show that the concept
of nondeterministic processes in CSP corresponds to the concept of deterministic %lter
automata.
Section 6 provides a semantical interpretation of the nondeterministic operations
in [4] on the level of automata and describes the elimination of internal actions in
automata.
Finally, Hoare’s treatment of divergence is analyzed in Section 7. We show that this
treatment is based on a mixture of coalgebraic and algebraic techniques.
We close the paper with some conclusions and remarks for further work.
2. Deterministic processes, automata, and coalgebras
Fortunately and in contrast to other presentations of processes [4] owns a mathemat-
ical rigour which allows to start immediately a more semantically oriented analysis of
the proposed concept of process. Firstly, [4] assumes for any process P a %xed set A
of events (actions) in which the process may engage. A is called the alphabet of P
and is also denoted by P. The process with alphabet A which never actually engages
in any of the events of A is called STOPA.
Secondly, [4] provides a clean notation for processes. The process which %rst engages
in the event a∈A= P and then behaves exactly as the process P is denoted by
(a→ P) where (a→ P) = P (Prexing):
Omitting brackets is allowed by the convention that → is right associative. In such
a way a simple vending machine VMA that successfully serves two customers with
chocolate before breaking can be described by the following process expression:
(coin→ choc → coin→ choc → STOPVMA);
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where VMA= {coin; choc}. The process which initially engages in either of the dis-
tinct events a1; : : : ; an ∈A and then, after one of these alternative %rst events ai has
occurred, behaves exactly as the process Pi is denoted by
(a1 → P1 | · · · | an → Pn) (Choice);
where we assume P1 = · · · = Pn=A and de%ne A to be also the alphabet of (a1→P1
| · · · | an→Pn). Note, that the process denoted by the process expression (a1→P1 | · · · |
an→Pn) is deterministic as long as the processes P1; : : : ; Pn are deterministic since the
events a1; : : : ; an are required to be distinct.
A machine VMB that serves either chocolate or to-ee before breaking can be de-
scribed now by the process expression
(coin→ (choc → STOPVMB | tof → STOPVMB));
where VMB= {coin; choc; tof }.
Thirdly, [4] states that every deterministic process P with alphabet A may be regarded
as a function F with a domain B⊆A, de%ning the set of events in which the process
P is initially prepared to engage; and for each a in B, the deterministic process F(a)
de%nes the future behavior of the process P if the %rst event was a. This means that
every deterministic process P ∈DPA can be uniquely described by a partial function
F :A→p DPA with domain dom(F)=B where DPA stands for the set of all deterministic
processes with alphabet A.
Globally considered, [4] assumes, in such a way, the existence of a bijective
mapping
nextA : DPA → [A→p DPA];
where [A→p DPA] denotes the set of all partial functions from A into DPA. STOPA, e.g.,
is the process uniquely determined by the condition dom(nextA(STOPA))= ∅. RUNA,
i.e., the deterministic process which at all times can engage in any event of A, can be
described uniquely by the conditions dom(nextA(RUNA))=A and nextA(RUNA)(a)=
RUNA for all a∈A.
Taking into account the idea of automaton we see immediately that the set of all
deterministic processes with alphabet A can be seen as the set of states of an in%nite
deterministic partial automaton without output. Traditionally [1], a deterministic partial
automaton without output is de%ned to be a triple M=(I; S; d) with I a set of input
symbols, S a set of states, and d : S × I→p S a partial state transition function. It is well
known, however, that for any such partial function there is an equivalent curried ver-
sion, i.e., a total function (d) : S→ [I→p S] with i∈ dom((d)(s)) i- (s; i)∈ dom(d)
for all s∈ S, i∈ I , and with (d)(s)(i)=d(s; i) for all i∈ dom((d)(s)). In this way
an automaton M can be described equivalently using the curried version of d by the
triple (I; S; (d)) as pointed out in [10].
That Hoare’s concept of deterministic process can be really captured by a deter-
ministic partial automaton (A;DPA; nextA) will be justi%ed now by considering the
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mathematical model of deterministic processes in [4]: A deterministic process with
alphabet A is de%ned to be any nonempty pre8x closed subset P of A∗, i.e., any subset
P ∈A∗ which satis%es the two conditions (i) 〈〉 ∈P, and (ii) (∀s; t ∈A∗ : sˆt ∈P⇒ s∈P),
where 〈〉 ∈P denotes the empty trace (%nite sequence) and sˆt the catenation of
traces. The process STOPA is modeled in this way by the set {〈〉} and RUNA is
given by A∗ itself. The domain of nextA(P) is denoted in [4] by P0 and de%ned by
dom(nextA(P))= {a | 〈a〉 ∈P}. nextA(P)(a) for any a∈P0 = dom(nextA(P)) is denoted
in [4] by P(a) and de%ned by nextA(P)(a)= {t | 〈a〉ˆt ∈P}.
From now on let DPA be the set of all nonempty pre%x closed subsets of A∗ and the
deterministic partial automaton HMA=(A;DPA; nextA) will be called the Hoare model
of deterministic processes with alphabet A. Note, that nextA is bijective indeed since we
can assign to any partial function F :A→p DPA the pre%x closed set next−1A (F)= {〈〉}∪
{〈a〉ˆt | a∈ dom(F)∧ t ∈F(a)}.
The basic observation for this paper is that the description of deterministic partial
automata by means of the curried version of state transition functions is coalgebraic in
essence.
Let T :SET→SET be a functor on the category of sets and total mappings. A
T -coalgebra is a pair (S; ) consisting of a set S, the carrier of the coalgebra, and a
mapping  : S→T (S). A T -homomorphism f : (S1; 1)→ (S2; 2) between two
T -coalgebras (S1; 1) and (S2; 2) consists of a mapping f : S1→ S2 which commutes
with the operations: 1;T (f)=f; 2.
S1
1−−−−−→ T (S1)
f

 T (f)
S2 −−−−−→
2
T (S2)
To apply this de%nition to deterministic partial automata we have only to check that
the assignment S → [A→p S] extends to a functor A→ :SET→SET. For this we assign
to any mapping f : S1→ S2 the mapping A→(f) : [A→p S1]→ [A→p S2] with
A→(f)(g) =def g ;f for all functions g∈ [A→p S1]:
Note, that dom(g ;f)= dom(g) since f : S1→ S2 is a total mapping. In general, the
composition h ; k :A→p C of two partial mappings h :A→p B, k :B→p C is de%ned by
dom(h ; k)=def {a∈A | a∈ dom(h); h(a)∈ dom(k)} and h ; k(a)=def k(h(a)) for all a∈
dom(h ; k).
It is easy to see that we obtain in such a way a functor A→ :SET→SET. Now,
the concepts “deterministic partial automata with alphabet A” and “A→-coalgebra” turn
out to be obviously equivalent even with respect to morphisms. According to the
general de%nition above an A→-homomorphism f : (S1; 1)→ (S2; 2) between two A→-
coalgebras (S1; 1) and (S2; 2) is a mapping f : S1→ S2 such that the following diagram
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commutes:
S1
1−−−−−→ [A→p S1]
f

 ;f
S2 −−−−−→
2
[A→p S2]
and this condition is equivalent to the traditional condition for morphisms between
uncurried deterministic partial automata as the reader may check straightforwardly.
The category of all A→-coalgebras (deterministic partial automata with alphabet A)
and all A→-homomorphisms (automata morphisms) will be denoted by DAA.
A %rst con%rmation that Hoare’s concept of deterministic process is semantically
“natural” is provided by the observation that the Hoare-model HMA=(DPA; nextA) is
the %nal object in the category DAA.
Let M=(S; ) be an A→-coalgebra. We write s
a→ s′ for a∈ dom((s)) and (s)(a)
= s′. The process starting in a state s of M is
 M(s) =def {〈〉} ∪ {〈a1; : : : ; an〉 | s a1→ s1 a2→· · · an→ sn}∈DPA:
In analogy to [10]  M(s) could be also called the language accepted by s.
Firstly, we show that the mapping  M : S→DPA makes the following diagram
commutative
S
−−−−−→ [A→p S]
 M

 ; M
DPA −−−−−→
nextA
[A→p DPA]
Concerning the domains we obtain for each s∈ S : dom(nextA( M(s)))= {a | 〈a〉 ∈
 M(s)}= {a | s a→ s′}= dom((s))= dom((s) ;  M) since  M is total. And for each a∈
dom(nextA( M(s)))= dom((s) ;  M) we have
nextA( M(s))(a) = {t | 〈a〉 tˆ ∈  M(s)}
= {〈〉} ∪ {〈a2; : : : ; an〉 | s a→ s1 a2→· · · an→ sn}
= {〈〉} ∪ {〈a2; : : : ; an〉 | (s)(a) a2→· · · an→ sn}
=  M((s)(a))
= ((s) ;  M)(a):
This proves  M : S→DPA to be an A→-homomorphism  M :M→HMA.
For uniqueness, suppose f and g are A→-homomorphisms from M to HMA. We
show by induction on the length of traces t the assertion: t ∈f(s) implies t ∈ g(s)
for all s∈ S. 〈〉 ∈f(s) and 〈〉 ∈ g(s) for each s∈ S holds by de%nition of processes.
Next consider a trace t= 〈a; a1; : : : ; an〉 of length n + 1. 〈a; a1; : : : ; an〉 ∈f(s) is equiv-
alent to, a∈ dom(nextA(f(s))) and 〈a1; : : : ; an〉 ∈ nextA(f(s))(a) due to the de%ni-
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tion of nextA. f an A→-homomorphism implies a∈ dom((s) ;f)= dom((s)) and
〈a1; : : : ; an〉 ∈ ((s) ;f)(a)=f((s)(a)). Now, a∈ dom((s))= dom((s) ; g) and
〈a1; : : : ; an〉 ∈ g((s)(a))= ((s) ; g)(a) follows from the induction hypothesis for
(s)(a)∈ S. Since g is also an A→-homomorphism we obtain, %nally, 〈a; a1; : : : ; an〉
∈ g(s), as required. This proves f(s)⊆ g(s) for all s∈ S and, by symmetry, also g(s)
⊆f(s) for all s∈ S, thus f and g are indeed identical mappings.
Note, that the induction on the length of traces is strongly related to the category
theoretic %xed point construction of %nal coalgebras [11]. The reader interested to see
how the general construction in [11] applies to A→-coalgebras may consult [14].
3. Process expressions and automata
After realizing that the concept of deterministic process in [4] has a transparent
semantical basis, i.e., coincides with the concept of state in %nal deterministic partial
automata, it will be natural to ask for a convincing semantical interpretation of process
expressions.
[4] uses the (name of the) process STOPA for building simple process expressions.
To make a clear distinction between processes and process expressions we will use
instead of STOPA identi8ers (variables) X; Y; : : : .
We can see immediately that process expressions as, e.g., vmb= (coin→ (choc→
X | tof →X )) with alphabet A= {coin; choc; tof }, can be interpreted in two di-erent
ways.
Firstly, as suggested in [4], it can be interpreted as a “userfriendly” syntactic notation
of the pre%x closed set VMB= {〈〉; 〈coin〉; 〈coin; choc〉; 〈coin; tof 〉} of traces, i.e., as
representing the element VMB of DPA.
Secondly, however, we can take vmb as syntactical representation of a %nite partial
automaton (A→-coalgebra) Mvmb = (S; ) with S = {1; 2; 3} and  : S→ [A→p S] given
by dom((1))= {coin}, dom((2))= {choc; tof }, dom((3))= ∅, and (1)(coin)= 2,
(2)(choc)= (2)(tof )= 3. This partial automaton can be depicted as follows:
To make the translation of a process expression exp into a partial automaton Mexp
unambiguous we could use the subexpressions of exp to denote the states of Mexp as,
e.g., (coin→ (choc→X | tof →X )) instead of 1, (choc→X | tof →X ) instead of 2,
and X instead of 3. Note, that this approach forces us to identify the codomains of
the two arrows starting from 2 (in contrast to the tree oriented pictorial presentation
of processes in Section 1:2 of [4]). Note, further, that this approach brings us more
close to the labelled transition systems used in [7] to reason about processes.
Our semantical interpretation of process expressions is in accordance with the inten-
tion of Hoare since both interpretations of a process expression are compatible: The
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translation of a process expression exp into a deterministic partial automaton Mexp
points out implicitly an initial state in Mexp, namely, the state that corresponds to the
whole expression exp, and this state will be mapped by the %nal A→-homomorphism
 Mexp to the process Pexp obtained by the “process interpretation” of the expression
exp according to [4]. In our example  Mvmb : {1; 2; 3}→DPA will map 1 to VMB, 2 to
{〈〉; 〈choc〉; 〈tof 〉}, and 3 to STOPA= {〈〉}.
Using pre%xing and choice we can only build process expressions representing %-
nite deterministic processes. To be able to describe syntactically in%nite processes [4]
introduces recursion. Let X be an identi%er (process variable) and F(X ) be a process
expression build on X by pre%xing and choice using events from a %xed set A. The
idea in [4] is that F(X ) de%nes a map <F = :DPA→DPA such that the recursive process
equation X =F(X ) can be taken as the syntactic description of a deterministic process
if there is exactly one 8xed point of <F =. Hoare proves that this is the case as long as
F(X ) is guarded, i.e., as long as there is at least one occurrence of → in F(X ). The
unique %xed point is denoted in [4] by the process expression
#X : A:F(X ) (Recursion):
A machine VMC with alphabet A= {coin; choc; tof } that either serves chocolate
or to-ee in a loop can be described using the process expression vmb above by the
recursive equation X =vmb where the corresponding unique %xed point VMC ∈DPA is
given by all traces from A∗ with coin at each odd position and either choc or tof at
each even position.
The translation of process expressions into %nite partial automata with an initial state
can be extended to recursion. Based on the %nality of the Hoare-model this provides
a new method for solving recursive process equations: Let MF(X ) = (S; ) be the %nite
partial automaton (A→-coalgebra) according to F(X ) with the initial state s0 ∈ S and
with sX ∈ S the state that corresponds to the free variable X , i.e., for this state we have
especially dom((sX ))= ∅. Then we obtain M#X :A:F(X ) = (S ′; ′) with initial state s0
by glueing together s0 and sX : We set S ′=def S\{sX } and de%ne for all s∈ S ′ and all
a∈ dom(′(s))=def dom((s))
′(s)(a) =def
{
(s)(a) if (s)(a) = sX ;
s0 if (s)(a) = sX :
Now the process starting in s0, i.e., the image of s0 w.r.t. the %nal A→-homomorphism
 M#X : A: F(X ) :M#X :A:F(X )→HMA can be taken as the deterministic process described by
the recursive equation X =F(X ).
For our example we have VMC=M#X :A:vmb, i.e., VMC arises by glueing together
states 1 and 3 in Mvmb
and we have  M#X : A: vmb (1)=VMC.
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If we consider as a further example the process expression run = (a1→X | : : : | an→
X ) with A= {a1; : : : ; an} we obtain a “one-state” partial automaton M#X :A: run with
 M#X : A: run (s0)=RUNA for the only state s0 in M#X :A: run.
For reader familiar with CSP it has become, hopefully, evident that our method
provides for all process expressions build by variables, pre%xing, choice, and recursion
the same results as the %xed point construction in [4].
Remark 3.1. That our method for solving recursive process equations extends nicely
to mutual recursion should be obvious. But, as the %xed point construction in [4], our
method works only for guarded expressions. That is, for F(X )=X we have a one-state
automaton MX , i.e., we have s0 = sX , thus by construction M#X :A:X will have no states
at all. Analogously to [4] we will treat the meaning of #X : A:X when we discuss
nondeterministic operators in Section 6.
In this section we were able to give for all process expressions build by vari-
ables, pre%xing, choice, and recursion a compatible semantical interpretation in terms
of partial automata (coalgebras). The rest of the paper will be devoted to extend this
semantical interpretation as far as possible. That is, we will analyze to what extent the
basic notions and constructions in [4] are “right”, in the sense of having a transparent
and convincing semantical basis. Especially, we will analyze how the operations in [4]
on processes, i.e., on states of %nal partial automata, can be related, in a compatible
way, to constructions on (states of) arbitrary partial automata.
Since CSP is designed to specify and to reason about processes we cannot expect,
obviously, to %nd a semantical counterpart for all notions and constructions described
in [4] on the level of process expressions and processes.
On the other side, our semantical analysis will draw attention to some interesting
questions and criticisms. The algebraic laws in [4], e.g., relate process expressions and
processes, i.e., they tell which process expressions are required to describe the same
process (and which do not). Semantically considered some of these laws turn into
general coinductive de%nitions of operations. Other laws split into di-erent semanti-
cal assertions which can be proved coinductively, and a rest will have no semantical
counterpart. We are not able to give in the present paper a full semantical analysis of
all the laws in [4] thus we have to leave this as a point of further research.
4. Interaction and concurrency
Firstly, [4] describes the interaction of processes P and Q with the same alpha-
bet P= Q. A process P ‖Q is de%ned with (P ‖Q)= P= Q which behaves
like the system composed of P and Q interacting in lock-step synchronization, i.e.,
any occurrence of events requires simultaneous participation of both the processes
involved. To model this kind of interaction we have to de%ne a mapping ‖ :
DPA×DPA→DPA.
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In Section 2 we have seen that the Hoare-model HMA=(DPA; nA) is the %nal A→-
coalgebra, i.e., the %nal deterministic partial automaton with alphabet A. This allows us
to de%ne mappings from an arbitrary set S into DPA coinductively [6]: We have only to
construct an A→-coalgebra M=(S; ) with carrier S. Then, by %nality of HMA, there
exists a unique A→-homomorphism  M :M→HMA. The substantial problem will be
to design M in such a way that the underlying mapping  M : S→DPA becomes the
intended one.
Following this coinductive de%nition principle it becomes immediately obvious that
we have to synchronize HMA with itself to obtain the appropriate A→-coalgebra:
Let
SYNA = (DPA × DPA; synA : DPA × DPA → [A→p DPA × DPA])
be the A→-coalgebra such that for any pair of processes (P;Q)∈DPA×DPA
dom(synA(P;Q)) =def dom(nA(P)) ∩ dom(nA(Q))
and such that for all a∈ dom(synA(P;Q))
synA(P;Q)(a) =def (nA(P)(a); nA(Q)(a)):
The %nal A→-homomorphism  SYNA :SYNA→HMA makes the following diagram
commutative
DPA × DPA
synA−−−−−→ [A→p DPA × DPA]
 SYNA

 ; SYNA
DPA −−−−−→
nA
[A→p DPA]
That is, for each pair (P;Q)∈DPA×DPA the equation
nA( SYNA(P;Q)) = synA(P;Q);  SYNA
is required. For any event z ∈ dom(synA(P;Q)) this means that
nA( SYNA(P;Q))(z) =  SYNA(nA(P)(z); nA(Q)(z)):
Using the notation in [4] the last condition turns into the equation (P ‖Q)(z)=P(z) ‖
Q(z) thus it becomes apparent that the coinductive de%nition of  SYNA :DPA×DPA→
DPA is equivalent to the requirements stated in law 4, page 67 in [4] for the inter-
action operator ‖ :DPA×DPA→DPA. Since  SYNA is uniquely de%ned by the above
conditions we can be sure that  SYNA is indeed the intended interaction operator ‖ .
Secondly, [4] describes the concurrent interaction of processes P and Q with di-erent
alphabets P = Q. Only events that are in both their alphabets, i.e., in the intersection
P ∩ Q, are required to synchronize. However, events in the alphabet of P but not
in the alphabet of Q may occur independently of Q whenever P engages in them.
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Similarly, Q may engage alone in events which are in the alphabet of Q but not of
P. In such a way the alphabet of the process P ‖Q will be the union P ∪ Q of the
alphabets of the component processes. Note, that the use of overstrokes in [7] provides
another technique to %x which events in di-erent sets of events have to synchronize.
Let us now be given two alphabets A and B. The coinductive de%nition of the
intended mapping ‖ :DPA×DPB→DPA∪B can be extracted from law 7, p. 71 in [4].
The synchronization of HMA and HMB provides an (A∪B)→-coalgebra
SYNA;B=(DPA×DPB; synA;B :DPA×DPB−→ [A∪B →p DPA×DPB]) as follows:
For any pair of processes (P;Q)∈DPA×DPB we de%ne
dom(synA;B(P;Q))
=def dom(nA(P))\B ∪ dom(nA(P)) ∩ dom(nB(Q)) ∪ dom(nB(Q))\A
and for any c∈ dom(synA;B(P;Q)) we set
synA;B(P;Q)(c) =def


(nA(P)(c); Q); c∈dom(nA(P))\B;
(nA(P)(c); nB(Q)(c)); c ∈ dom(nA(P)) ∩ dom(nB(Q));
(P; nA(Q)(c)); c ∈ dom(nB(Q))\A:
The %nal (A∪B)→-homomorphism  SYNA; B :SYNA;B→HMA∪B provides the inten-
ded concurrent interaction operator ‖ :DPA×DPB→DPA∪B. Note, that obviously
SYNA;A=SYNA.
Our coalgebraic analysis shows that concurrent interaction is based on synchroniza-
tion of %nal partial automata. To extend and verify this semantical correspondence we
consider synchronization of arbitrary partial automata.
Denition 4.1. For any partial automata M1 = (S1; 1 : S1→ [A →p S1]) and M2 =
(S2; 2 : S2→ [B →p S2]) we de%ne the corresponding synchronized automaton
SYNM1 ;M2 = (S1 × S2; synM1 ;M2 : S1 × S2 −→ [A ∪ B→p S1 × S2])
as follows: For each (s1; s2)∈ S1×S2 we de%ne
dom(synM1 ;M2 (s1; s2))
=def dom(1(s1))\B ∪ dom(1(s1)) ∩ dom(2(s2)) ∪ dom(2(s2))\A
and for any c∈ dom(synM1 ;M2 (s1; s2)) we set
synM1 ;M2 (s1; s2)(c)
=def


(1(s1)(c); s2); c∈dom(1(s1))\B;
(1(s1)(c); 2(s2)(c)); c∈dom(1(s1)) ∩ dom(2(s2));
(s1; 2(s2)(c)); c ∈ dom(2(s2))\A:
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As an example we synchronize the vending machine VMC from Section 2 with
alphabet A= {coin; choc; tof } and a customer CU with alphabet B= {coin; tof ; bis}
described by the recursive equation Y =(coin→ (tof →Y | bis→Y )). After paying a
coin the customer decides between having a to-ee or a biscuit instead. The correspond-
ing partial automata can be depicted by
and the synchronization SYNVMC;CU of both automata is given by
That is, after the customer was able to pay a coin he may decide for to-ee and the
machine can deliver a to-ee at the same time. If he decides for biscuit the machine
will serve up later on a chocolate. Or, even worth, the machine may decide to give
him a chocolate and he has to interpret this as his own decision for biscuit to have a
second chance to get a to-ee.
Note, that by simply extending the alphabet of the customer to B= {coin; tof ; bis;
choc} we would obtain a synchronized automaton with a deadlock
Now, it turns out that synchronization is indeed the semantical basis of concurrent
interaction. That is, concurrent interaction of processes describes exactly how the pro-
cesses in an arbitrary synchronized automaton SYNM1 ;M2 can be reconstructed from
the processes of the single automata M1 and M2. In other words, synchronization of
automata can be seen as a compatible semantical extension of concurrent interaction
of processes as stated in
Theorem 4.2. For any partial automata M1 = (S1; 1 : S1→ [A →p S1]); M2 = (S2; 1 :
S2→ [B →p S2]); and any pair of states (s1; s2)∈ S1× S2 we have that
 SYNM1 ;M2 (s1; s2) =  SYNA;B( M1 (s1);  M2 (s2)) =  M1 (s1) ‖  M2 (s2):
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Proof.
Since ‖ :DPA×DPB→DPA∪B is given by the %nal (A∪B)→-homomorphism  SYNA; B :
SYNA;B→HMA∪B it su<ces to show that the mapping  M1 ×  M2 : S1× S2→DPA
×DPB constitutes a (A∪B)→-homomorphism  M1 ×  M2 :SYNM1 ;M2 →SYNA;B.
S1 × S2
synM1 ;M2−−−−−→ [A ∪ B→p S1 × S2]
 M1× M2

 ; M1× M2
DPA × DPB −−−−−→
synA;B
[A ∪ B→p DPA × DPB]
The required equality  SYNM1 ;M2 =  M1 ×  M2 ;  SYNA; B is then ensured by coinduction,
i.e., by the uniqueness of %nal homomorphisms.
We have to show that for any pair (s1; s2)∈ S1× S2 the equality
synA;B( M1 ×  M2 (s1; s2)) = synM1 ;M2 (s1; s2) ;  M1 ×  M2 (1)
holds. Since  M1 :M1→HMA is a A→-homomorphism we have for s1 ∈ S1 the equality
nA( M1 (s1)) = 1(s1) ;  M1 (2)
and since  M2 :M2→HMB is a B→-homomorphism we have for s2 ∈ S2
nB( M2 (s2)) = 2(s2) ;  M2 : (3)
According to Eqs. (2) and (3), the totality of the mappings  M1 ;  M2 , and the de%nition
of SYNM1 ;M2 and SYNA;B, respectively, we can %rstly show that the domains of the
two functions in equation 1 are equal:
dom(synA;B( M1 ×  M2 (s1; s2)))
= dom(synA;B( M1 (s1);  M2 (s2)))
= dom(nA( M1 (s1)))\B
∪dom(nA( M1 (s1))) ∩ dom(nB( M2 (s2))) ∪ dom(nB( M2 (s2)))\A
= dom(1(s1) ;  M1 )\B
∪dom(1(s1) ;  M1 ) ∩ dom(2(s2) ;  M2 ) ∪ dom(2(s2) ;  M2 )\A
= dom(1(s1))\B ∪ dom(1(s1)) ∩ dom(2(s2)) ∪ dom(2(s2))\A
= dom(synM1 ;M2 (s1; s2))
= dom(synM1 ;M2 (s1; s2) ;  M1 ×  M2 ):
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Secondly, we show the equality 1 for all c∈ dom(1(s1))\B= dom(nA( M1 (s1)))\B.
According to the de%nition of synA;B, equality 2, and the de%nition of synM1 ;M2 we
obtain
synA;B( M1 ×  M2 (s1; s2))(c) = synA;B( M1 (s1);  M2 (s2))(c)
= (nA( M1 (s1))(c);  M2 (s2))
= ( M1 (1(s1)(c));  M2 (s2))
=  M1 ×  M2 (synM1 ;M2 (s1; s2)(c))
= (synM1 ;M2 (s1; s2) ;  M1 ×  M2 )(c):
The other cases can be proved analogously.
The general synchronization of partial automata can be used, e.g., to de%ne a test for
states in partial automata. Namely, the test if a process can successfully run starting in a
certain state (cf. [3]). We consider a partial automaton M=(S;  : S→ [A →p S]). Then
a process P ∈DPA can successfully run starting in a state s∈ S if  SYNHMA;M(P; s)=P.
According to Theorem 4.2 we can extend in a compatible way our interpretation of
process expressions as representations of %nite automata to interaction: For two process
expressions exp1 and exp2 we de%ne
Mexp1 ‖ exp2 =def SYNMexp1 ;Mexp2 ;
where we can take due to Theorem 4.2 (s1; s2) as initial state of Mexp1 ‖ exp2 if si is the
initial state of Mexpi for i=1; 2.
Remark 4.3. The notion of variable is one of the notions and constructions we cannot
give for a complete semantical interpretation. As long as a process expression exp
is build only by variables, pre%xing, choice, and recursion we can %nd for each free
variable X in exp a unique state sX in Mexp = (S; ) with dom((sX ))= ∅. And, as
outlined in Section 3, this state can be used to interpret semantically recursion on X .
This correspondence between free variables and states breaks down for expressions
exp1 ‖ exp2. The process expression (a→X ) ‖ (a→ a→X ), e.g., has the free variable
X . The idea, however, to take (sX ; sX ) (or any other state) in M(a→X )‖(a→a→X ) as the
state corresponding to X does not work together with our treatment of recursion. That
is, we cannot construct in a transparent and general way out of M(a→X )‖(a→a→X ) an
automaton M such that the process starting in the initial state of M equals the solution
of the recursive equation X =(a→X ) ‖ (a→ a→X ) according to [4]. Solving the re-
cursive equation in [4] is based on the idea of substituting X successively by the whole
expression (a→X ) ‖ (a→ a→X ). We cannot model semantically this kind of substi-
tutivity in a simple way since X , (a→X )‖(a→ a→X ), and (a→ (a→X )‖(a→ a→
X ))‖(a→ a→X ), e.g., represent (states in) di-erent automata. For this paper we %x
the problem by the following decision: Since interaction is an essentially parallel oper-
ator the symbol ‖ in exp1 ‖ exp2 is considered to bound all free variables of exp1 and
exp2.
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We have found in [4] only examples where exp1 and exp2 have no free variables
thus this problem seems to be not that important in practice.
In [4] there are given laws 1–7 for concurrent interaction. The laws 4A–7 just state
(special cases of) the coinductive de%nition of synchronization of partial automata. The
other laws may be interpreted semantically on three di-erent levels, where the third
level is the only level addressed in [4]:
• arbitrary automataM or automataMexp for process expressions exp, and correspond-
ing %nal homomorphisms;
• single states in arbitrary automata M and the processes starting in these states, i.e.,
their images with respect to %nal homomorphisms;
• processes, i.e., states of %nal automata.
If we interpret law 3B, P ‖RUNP =P, on the level of expressions we have to
consider an arbitrary expression exp with (exp)=A= P and we have to relate the
A→-coalgebrasMexp‖#X :A: run =SYNMexp ;M#X : A: run andMexp = (S; ). SinceM#X :A: run has
only one state s0 the projection '1 : S ×{s0}→ S is bijective. The de%nition of syn-
chronization entails immediately that '1 de%nes, moreover, an A→-homomorphism
'1 :Mexp‖#X :A: run→Mexp, thus law 3B states the existence of an A→-isomorphism
between Mexp‖#X :A: run and Mexp. Coinduction, i.e., the uniqueness of %nal A→-homo-
morphisms, provides additionally  Mexp‖#X : A: run = '1;  Mexp . That is, for all s∈ S the pro-
cess starting in state (s; s0) of Mexp‖#X :A: run equals the process starting in state s
of Mexp.
On the level of single states law 3B turns into the following assertion for arbi-
trary A→-coalgebrasM1 = (S1; 1),M2 = (S2; 2) and all states s2 ∈ S2 :  M2 (s2)=RUNA
implies  SYNM1 ;M2 (s1; s2)=  M1 (s1) for all s1 ∈ S1. The compatibility of synchroniza-
tion and interaction, shown in Theorem 4.2, provides, however,  SYNM1 ;M2 (s1; s2)=
 SYNA( M1 (s1);  M2 (s2)) thus the implication holds if we can prove, on the level of
processes, that P ‖RUNA=  SYNA(P;RUNA)=P for all processes P ∈DPA.
We will use again coinduction, i.e., we show that an appropriate mapping de%nes
an A→-homomorphism and we use then the uniqueness of %nal A→-homomorphisms.
According to the properties of RUNA and the de%nition of synchronization we have
dom(synA(P;RUNA))= dom(nA(P)) for all processes P ∈DPA and synA(P;RUNA)(a)
= (nA(P)(a);RUNA) for all a∈ dom(nA(P)). This means, that the injective mapping
m :DPA→DPA×DPA with m(P)= (P;RUNA) for all P ∈DPA de%nes an A→-
homomorphism m :HMA→SYNA. Since idDPA is the only A→-homomorphism from
HMA into itself we obtain m ;  SYNA = idDPA , i.e.,  SYNA(m(P))=  SYNA(P;RUNA)=P,
as required. The analogous semantical interpretation of law 3A, P ‖ STOPP = STOPP ,
is left as an exercise to the reader.
We consider now law 1, i.e., symmetry. The inherent symmetry of the de%ni-
tion of synchronization ensures that the bijective mapping switch : S1× S2→ S2× S1
with switch(s1; s2)= (s2; s1) for all (s1; s2)∈ S1× S2 de%nes an (A∪B)→-isomorphism
switch :SYNM1 ;M2 →SYNM2 ;M1 for arbitrary A→-coalgebras M1 = (S1; 1) and arbi-
trary B→ coalgebras M2 = (S2; 2). All other possible formulations of symmetry of
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concurrent interaction should be derivable from this isomorphism. Some tedious set-
theoretical computations will prove a similar isomorphism for law 2, i.e., transitivity.
We close this section by showing how the fact, that deterministic processes can
be completely characterized by traces, can be reformulated within our coalgebraic
approach.
The set A∞ of all %nite and in%nite traces can be made into a A→-coalgebra
TRA=(A∞; popA :A
∞→ [A →p A∞]). We set dom(popA(〈〉))=def ∅ for the empty
traces 〈〉 ∈A∞ and for nonempty traces tr= 〈a0; a1; a2; : : :〉 we de%ne dom(popA(tr))
=def {a0} and popA(tr)(a0)=def 〈a1; a2; : : :〉. The %nal A→-homomorphism  TRA :
TRA→HMA will transform any trace 〈a0; a1; a2; : : :〉 into the set {〈〉; 〈a0〉; 〈a0; a1〉;
〈a0; a1; a2〉; : : :} of its pre%xes. Obviously, the mapping  TRA :A∞→DPA is injective
thus TRA can be considered as an A→-subcoalgebra of HMA [9].
Now, we can test for any state in a partial automaton if a trace can run success-
fully starting in this state. That is, for any deterministic partial automaton M=(S; )
with alphabet A the synchronization of TRA with M will become a linear automaton
thus the A→-homomorphism  SYNTRA;M :SYNTRA;M→HMA can be decomposed into a
A→-homomorphism testM :SYNTRA;M→TRA followed by the A→-embedding  TRA :
TRA→HMA. For the %nal partial automaton HMA these tests are exhaustive in the
following sense.
Proposition 4.4. Let us be given a set A of events. Then for any processes P;Q∈DPA
the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) P=Q;
(ii) testHMA(tr; P)= testHMA(tr; Q) for all traces tr ∈A∞;
(iii) testHMA(tr; P)= tr i= testHMA(tr; Q)= tr for all traces tr ∈A∞.
5. Nondeterminism in CSP
At %rst glance the nondeterministic processes in CSP have nothing to do with the
nondeterministic transition systems usually considered in the (coalgebraic) literature
[6, 13]. That is, they are neither related to the powerset construction P(A× S) nor to
the %nite powerset construction Pf(A× S).
If a nondeterministic system in the sense of CSP can engage in an event then the
state reached in the next step will be uniquely determined by the event. Nondeterminism
is restricted to the possibility of deciding locally – in each state – which events will
be accepted or, alternatively, refused for the next step. That is, even in case we can
engage in an event it may be that we cannot carry out this event because it was decided
before not to accept this event for the next step.
At second glance, however, it is possible to relate this kind of systems to real
nondeterministic systems, namely, to image 8nite nondeterministic automata [9].
The crucial observation is that the nondeterministic systems in CSP can be motivated
along two ideas: Firstly, by the old idea from Formal Language Theory to abstract
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from nondeterminism by constructing out of a nondeterministic automaton N with the
set S of states a deterministic automaton PfN with the set Pf(S) of states. Secondly,
by the idea to maintain in PfN the di-erences between the original states in N as
long as this di-erence can be expressed in the language A of events.
We consider the following image %nite nondeterministic automaton N=(S;  : S→
[A →p Pf(S)]) with alphabet A= {a; b; c}
Starting from state 1 we can reach by event a either the state 3 or the state 5. The dif-
ference between states 3 and 5 which can be observed locally in these states and which
can be expressed in the language A is the di-erence between dom((3))= {b; c} and
dom((5))= {a; b}. If we construct now the corresponding power automaton PfN we
can %x this di-erence by assigning to the state {3; 5} in PfN the set {{b; c}; {a; b}}.
In such a way we obtain out of two di-erent states 3 and 5 in N a single state
{3; 5} in PfN but with two di-erent local states {b; c} and {a; b}. Following this
idea the reachable part of PfN=(Pf(S); ′ :Pf(S)→P(P(A))× [A →p Pf(S)]) for
our example would look as follows:
Note, that states 2 and 4 are not distinguishable by A since dom((2))=
dom((4))= ∅.
Operationally considered we have to decide in state {3; 5} if we accept for the
next step either events from {a; b} or from {b; c}. If we decide for {a; b} the event
c cannot occur in the next step. The event a, however, will bring us to the sin-
gleton state {6}, and the event b will bring us to the compound state {2; 4} since
we can go in N by b from 3 to 2 and from 5 to 4. In general we obtain by
this variant of power construction systems with a kind of nondeterministic local
8lters.
Remark 5.1. Hoare uses families of sets of refused events instead of families of sets
of accepted events to model this kind of nondeterminism. For two reasons we have
decided for acceptance sets as in [3]. Firstly, acceptance sets ease argumentations
in operational terms, where [4] argues mainly in observational terms. Secondly, we
avoid, in contrast to [4], the introduction of internal nondeterminism if we transform
later deterministic automata into %lter automata. It can be checked, however, that our
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descriptions of operations by means of acceptance sets, presented in the next sections,
are fully equivalent to the de%nitions in [4].
To model semantically the nondeterminism in CSP it seems to be quite appropriate
to consider partial automata of the following structure
F = (S;  : S → P(P(A))× [A→p S])
that will be called deterministic 8lter automata. For any state s∈ S we will denote
the %rst component of (s) by acc((s)) and the second component, in abuse of
notation, also by (s). This means that we deal with Af→-coalgebras for the func-
tor Af→ :SET→SET with Af→(S)=def P(P(A))× [A →p S] for each set S and with
Af→(f)=def idP(P(A))×A→(f) for each mapping f : S1→ S2. FAA refers to the cate-
gory of Af→-coalgebras and Af→-homomorphisms.
Analogously to the case of deterministic automata we obtain for each alphabet A a
%nal Af→-coalgebra
FMA = (FPA; vA : FPA → P(P(A))× [A→p FPA]):
The elements of FPA are pairs (P; node) with P a deterministic process, i.e., a non-
empty pre%x closed subset P of A∗, and with node a mapping from P into P(P(A)). vA
is given by acc(vA(P; node))= node(〈〉), dom(vA(P; node))= dom(nextA(P))= {a | 〈a〉
∈P} and for each a∈ dom(vA(P; node)) we have vA(P; node)(a)= (Pa; nodea) with
Pa= nextA(P)(a)= {t | 〈a〉ˆt ∈P} and nodea(t)= node(〈a〉ˆt) for all t ∈Pa. vA is ob-
viously a bijection.
We will refer to the elements of FPA as (deterministic) 8lter processes. CHAOSA,
e.g., the most nondeterministic process which at all times can engage in any event of
A and at the same time refuse any event of A, is given by the pair (A∗; any) with
any(t)=P(A) for all t ∈A∗.
The %lter process starting in a state s of an Af→-coalgebra F=(S; ) is
 F(s) =def ({〈〉} ∪ {〈a1; : : : ; an〉 | s a1→ s1 a2→· · · an→ sn}; nodes)
with nodes(〈〉)=def acc((s)) and nodes(〈a1; : : : ; an〉)=def acc((sn)). Since the de%ni-
tions of FMA and  F are simple extensions of the de%nitions of HMA and  M, respec-
tively, we could just reuse the proof of the %nality of HMA in DAA to show that FMA
is the %nal Af→-coalgebra. We drop this simple exercise.
Remark 5.2. The set FPA includes all nondeterministic processes de%ned in [4], but,
also something more. Unfortunately, we were not able, in contrast to the deterministic
case, to %nd a kind of automata such that the concept of nondeterministic process in
[4] coincides exactly with the concept of state in the corresponding %nal automata.
Especially, it seems to be hard (or even impossible) to model coalgebraically the
saturation conditions in [4] (and [3]) for the refusal (acceptance) sets. We guess that
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Hoare needs these conditions because he identi%es divergence with chaos and tries to
treat divergence in a more algebraic manner (cf. Section 7).
We see no apparent semantical reason to identify divergence and chaos, and to insist
on a complicated algebraic treatment of processes. On the other side, however, there
will be some further research needed to verify fully the adequacy of the coalgebraic
approach to processes proposed in this paper. But, nevertheless, it seems to be not a
bad idea to revise the theory of nondeterministic processes along the strong correspon-
dence between processes and %nal coalgebras we have in CSP for the deterministic
case.
Fortunately, the (small) di-erence between the states in FMA and the nondetermin-
istic processes in [4] does not a-ect the semantical interpretation of nondeterministic
operations.
Obviously, we can assign to any deterministic partial automaton M=(S;  : S→
[A→p S]) a corresponding deterministic %lter automaton
F = (S; ′ : S → P(P(A))× [A→p S]) with ′(s) =def ({dom((s))}; (s))
for all s∈ S. For an A→-homomorphisms f :M1→M2 the underlying mapping f : S1
→ S2 provides also an Af→-homomorphisms f :F1→F2 since we have dom(A→(f)(g))
= dom(g ;f)= dom(g) for all g∈ [A →p S1] due to the totality of f : S1→ S2. This
means, we have an embedding functor FA :DAA→FAA for each alphabet A. Note,
that the corresponding embedding according to [4] would take instead of the singleton
family of acceptance sets {dom((s))} the family P(A\dom((s))) of refusal sets.
That is the resulting %lter automaton would own a proper internal nondeterminism
which, however, can never be observed from outside. Note, further that obviously
FA(STOPA) =CHAOSA.
Besides the problem of “branching nondeterminism”, discussed up to now, Hoare
tries to treat within his framework also the problem of “internal nondeterminism”, i.e.,
the problem that a system may carry out internal actions which cannot be observed
from outside. To treat this problem he uses again the concept of acceptance (refusal)
sets. We consider the following simple deterministic %lter automaton F:
where  is assumed to be an internal action. Hoare insists on the intuition that “we
want these actions to occur automatically and instantaneously as soon as they can” ([4,
p. 111]). That is, if we decide internally in state 1 to accept {a;  } action  will occur
instantaneously and we have to go on from state 3 with a new decision for acceptance.
Only in case we decide for {a}, we are allowed to stay at state 1 and to take the
chance to reach state 2 via action a.
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Because the decision for {a;  } in 1 is equivalent to being in 3 and making any
decision there we can eliminate action  by identifying state 1 with state 3 and by taking
the decisions in 3 instead of the decision {a;  } in 1. In such a way we can describe
the observable behavior of F by the following nondeterministic %lter automaton:
As long as there is no divergence in F, i.e. no in%nite loop of internal actions,
the elimination of internal actions outlined above is fully compatible with Hoare’s
treatment. In case of divergence, however, Hoare %rstly identi%es all divergent states
with CHAOSA and proceeds with the above elimination (see Section 7).
6. Nondeterministic operators
The realization of our program to relate the operations in [4] to constructions on the
level of automata and thus to interpret every %nite process expression as representing
a %nite automaton with an initial state such that the process starting in this state equals
the process represented by the same expression according to [4], becomes somehow
complicated if we take into account all the nondeterministic operators in [4].
We can assign deterministic %lter processes only to states of deterministic %lter au-
tomata. The constructions general choice [], interleaving |||, and elimination of internal
actions, however, will introduce branching nondeterminism thus we are obliged, %rstly,
to take into consideration nondeterministic %lter automata and to de%ne our construc-
tions for this kind of automata. Secondly, we have to describe a transformation of
nondeterministic %lter automata into deterministic %lter automata to get the determin-
istic %lter processes Hoare is interested in. Note, that the identi%cation of actions (not
considered in [4]) would also introduce branching nondeterminism and can be treated
naturally within our approach.
On the other side, internal actions arise by concealment of actions and also by the
constructions nondeterministic or  and recursion #. To assign observable deterministic
processes to automata with internal actions we have two possibilities. Firstly, we can
eliminate internal actions on the level of automata and then transform the resulting
nondeterministic automata into deterministic ones. In case of divergence we will not
get, in this way, the deterministic %lter processes intended by Hoare. Secondly, we can
carry out the transformation into deterministic automata %rst and then we have to use
a mixed coalgebraic and algebraic procedure, advocated by Hoare, to eliminate internal
actions in the corresponding deterministic %lter processes.
In the sequel we present our semantical interpretations of the nondeterministic oper-
ators in [4] in terms of %lter automata. There will be no space to prove formally the
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correctness of our interpretations as we have done it for interaction in Section 4. We
hope, however, the reader will be convinced by the de%nitions, the informal argumen-
tations, and the examples.
6.1. Nondeterministic 8lter automata
(Image 8nite) nondeterministic 8lter automata are automata of the structure
F = (S;  : S → P(P(A))× [A→p Pf(S)]);
i.e., Anf→-coalgebras for the functor Anf→: SET→SET with Anf→(S)=def P(P(A))×
[A→p Pf(S)] for each set S and with Anf→(f)=def idP(P(A))×A→(Pf(f)) for each map-
ping f : S1→ S2 where Pf(f) : Pf(S1)→Pf(S2) is given by Pf(f)(M)= {f(m) |m∈
M} for each M ∈Pf(S1). The category of Anf→-coalgebras and Anf→-homomorphisms will
be denoted by NFAA.
Obviously, the embedding in : S→Pf(S) with in(s)= {s} for all s∈ S allows to as-
sign to any deterministic %lter automaton F=(S;  : S→P(P(A))× [A→p S]) a non-
deterministic %lter automaton
Fn = (S; n : S → P(P(A))× [A→p Pf(S)])
with n(s)=def (acc((s)); (s) ; in). Note, that this de%nition works smoothly since
we keep in Fn the situations a =∈ dom(n(s)) and n(s)(a)= ∅ apart. This assign-
ment is compatible with Af→-homomorphisms thus we obtain an embedding functor
NA :FAA→NFAA for each alphabet A.
On the other side we can de%ne on basis of the %nite powerset functor Pf :SET→
SET for any nondeterministic %lter automaton F=(S; ) a deterministic %lter
automaton
PfF = (Pf(S); p : Pf(S)→ P(P(A))× [A→p Pf(S)])
as follows: For each M ∈Pf(S) we de%ne
acc(p(M)) =def
⋃
{acc((s)) | s∈M};
dom(p(M)) =def
⋃
{dom((s)) | s∈M}
and for each a∈ dom(p(M))⊆A we set
p(M)(a) =def
⋃
{(s)(a) | s∈M; a∈dom((s))}:
It can be easily checked that this construction is compatible with Anf→-homomorphisms,
i.e., that the %nite powerset functor Pf :SET→SET extends to a functor Pf :NFAA→
FAA for each alphabet A. For examples of the %nite powerset construction we refer to
the next subsections.
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6.2. General choice, interleaving, and interaction
The general choice operator [] corresponds on the semantical level to the glueing of
states in automata. Thereby any decision for acceptance in the glued state is given by
glueing decisions of the single states.
Denition 6.1. Let be given a nondeterministic %lter automaton F=(S; ) and
di-erent states s1 = s2 in S. Then the glueing of states s1 and s2 provides
an automaton
Fs1=s2 = (S
′; ′ : S ′ → P(P(A))× [A→p Pf(S ′)])
as follows: We set S ′=def {(s1; s2)}∪ S \ {s1; s2} and ′(s)=def (s) for each s∈ S ′
with s =(s1; s2). For (s1; s2)∈ S ′ we de%ne
acc(′(s1; s2)) =def {X ∪ Y |X ∈ acc((s1)); Y ∈ acc((s2))};
dom(′(s1; s2)) =def dom((s1)) ∪ dom((s2))
and for each a∈ dom(′(s1; s2)) we set
′(s1; s2)(a) =def


(s1)(a); a∈dom((s1))\dom((s2));
(s1)(a) ∪ (s2)(a); a∈dom((s1)) ∩ dom((s2));
(s2)(a); a∈dom((s2))\dom((s1)):
Note, that the case a∈ dom((s1))∩ dom((s2)) introduces (new) branching non-
determinisms.
On basis of this construction we can extend, now, the translation of process expres-
sions into automata with an initial state to the []-operator: We consider two process
expressions exp1 and exp2 with {X1; : : : ; Xn} the set of free variables both expressions
have in common. Let siXj with i=1; 2 and j=1; : : : ; n be the state in Fexpi correspond-
ing to the variable Xj. Please bear in mind that a state which corresponds to a free
variable has always the domain ∅ and the acceptance {∅}. Then we introduce for the
sequence of glueings s1X1 = s
2
X1 ; : : : ; s
1
Xn = s
2
Xn the abbreviation
Fexp1 +Var Fexp2 =def (· · · ((Fexp1 +Fexp2)s1X1 = s2X1 ) · · ·)s1Xn = s2Xn ;
where + denotes the disjoint union of automata. The expression exp1[] exp2 can be
interpreted now by the %nite nondeterministic %lter automaton
Fexp1[] exp2 =def (Fexp1 +Var Fexp2)s1 = s2
with initial state (s1; s2) if si is the initial state of Fexpi for i=1; 2.
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As an example we consider the expressions exp1 = (a→ (b→X ) | c→ (b→X )) and
exp2 = (b→X | c→X ), i.e., the following (deterministic) automata Fexp1 and Fexp2
Then the nondeterministic automaton Fexp1[] exp2 = ((Fexp1 +Fexp2)3=5)1=4 with initial
state (1; 4) and with (3; 5) the state corresponding to the free variable X in expression
exp1[] exp2 looks as follows:
As outlined in the introduction of this section we have, %rstly, to go to the power
automaton Pf(Fexp1[] exp2) with initial state {(s1; s2)} and, secondly, to apply the %-
nal Af→-homomorphism  Pf(Fexp1[] exp2 ) :Pf(Fexp1[] exp2)→FMA to {(s1; s2)} in order to
obtain the deterministic %lter process represented by the expression exp1[] exp2 ac-
cording to [4]. For our example we obtain the following (reachable part of) automaton
Pf(Fexp1[] exp2):
As known from Formal Language Theory any trace t ∈A∗ of actions in Fexp1[] exp2
is also a trace of actions in Pf(Fexp1[] exp2) and vice versa. The more interesting point
is that both automata are also equivalent with respect to acceptance traces. That is,
Fexp1[] exp2 can carry out the sequence r ∈ (Pf(A)×A)∗×Pf(A) of acceptance deci-
sions and actions if, and only if, Pf(Fexp1[] exp2) can. We draw attention to the point
that the trace 〈c〉 from (1; 4) to (3; 5) cannot be continued in Fexp1[] exp2 since (3; 5)
is a %nal state. To model this breaking condition for traces we have to consider in
Pf(Fexp1[] exp2) acceptance traces thus we can decide in state {2; (3; 5)} for acceptance ∅
to break the run. In general, an acceptance trace 〈acc1; a1; acc2; : : : ; an; accn+1〉 in a %lter
automaton F cannot be continued in the reached state s if dom((s))∩ accn+1 = ∅.
The intuition behind the interleaving operator ||| is to combine two systems without
any synchronization such that if both systems could engage in the same action, the
choice between them is nondeterministic.
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Denition 6.2. For any nondeterministic %lter automata F1 = (S1; 1) and F2 =
(S2; 2) we de%ne the corresponding interleaved automaton
INTF1 ;F2 = (S1 × S2; int : S1 × S2 → P(P(A))× [A→p Pf(S1 × S2)])
as follows: For each (s1; s2)∈ S1× S2 we de%ne
acc(int(s1; s2)) =def {X ∪ Y |X ∈ acc(1(s1)); Y ∈ acc(2(s2))};
dom(int(s1; s2)) =def dom(1(s1)) ∪ dom(2(s2))
and for each a∈ dom(int(s1; s2)) we set
int(s1; s2)(a) =def


act(s1; a); a∈dom(1(s1))\dom(2(s2));
act(s1; a) ∪ act(s2; a); a∈dom(1(s1)) ∩ dom(2(s2));
act(s2; a); a∈dom(2(s2))\dom(1(s1));
where act(s1; a)= 1(s1)(a)×{s2} and act(s2; a)= {s1}× 2(s2)(a).
We adapt example X1, p. 121 in [4] and consider the following (deterministic) %lter
automata F1 and F2 with initial states 1:
The interleaving of F1 and F2 provides INTF1 ;F2 with initial state (1; 1)
and the power construction delivers the following part of Pf(INTF1 ;F2 )
For process expressions exp1 and exp2 we can de%ne now
Fexp1 ||| exp2 =def INTFexp1 ;Fexp2
with initial state (s1; s2) if si is the initial state of Fexpi for i=1; 2. The discussion in
Remark 4.3 concerning free variables applies also to interleaving, i.e., we decide that
there are no free variables in exp1 ||| exp2.
The interaction operator ‖ does not introduce, in contrast to general choice and inter-
leaving, new branching nondeterminism. De%nition 4.1 provides in such a way for any
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deterministic %lter automata F1 = (S1; 1 : S1→P(P(A))× [A→p S1]) and F2 = (S2; 2 :
S2→P(P(B))× [B→p S2]) a corresponding synchronized 8lter automaton
SYNF1 ;F2 = (S1× S2; syn : S1× S2→P(P(A∪B))× [A∪B→p S1× S2])
if we de%ne additionally for each (s1; s2)∈ S1× S2,
acc(syn(s1; s2)) = {X \B∪X ∩Y ∪Y\A |X ∈ acc(1(s1)); Y ∈ acc(2(s2))}:
The de%nition of synchronization for nondeterministic %lter automata is straight-
forward.
6.3. Recursion and nondeterministic or
Concealment of actions forces us to give a full treatment of internal actions anyway
thus it will be not so problematic to model recursion # and nondeterministic or  by
the introduction of special internal actions.
Hoare insists on the intuition that the process expression #X : A:X represents an
in%nite loop of internal actions, i.e., divergence. To cover this intuition we have to
model the #-operator by the introduction of a new internal action in an automaton and
not by glueing of states, as we have done it in Section 2 in the context of deterministic
partial automata.
Let FF(X ) = (S; ) be the %nite nondeterministic %lter automaton according to F(X )
with alphabet A, with the initial state s0 ∈ S, and with sX ∈ S the state that corresponds
to the free variable X , i.e., for this state we have especially dom((sX ))= ∅ and
acc((sX ))= {∅}. Then we obtain
F#X :A:F(X ) = (S; ′ : S→P(P(A′))× [A′→p Pf(S)])
with initial state s0 by adding a new internal action to the alphabet and by intro-
ducing a new internal action from sX to s0: We set A′=def A∪{back} and ′(s)
=def (s) for each s∈ S with s = sX . For sX ∈ S we de%ne acc(′(sX ))=def {{back}},
dom(′(sX ))=def {back}, and ′(sX )(back)=def {s0}.
For F#X :A:X we obtain, in such a way, the following (deterministic) one-state au-
tomaton since, at the same time, the only state in FX corresponds to X and is initial
in FX
Remark 6.3. From a semantical viewpoint it is quite natural to distinguish clearly, in
contrast to [4], between systems and the problem of describing the observable behavior
of systems. In this sense the problem of internal actions can be %xed on the seman-
tical level of systems if we declare for an automaton F besides its alphabet A also
an “interface”, i.e., the set Aobs⊆A of its observable actions. In case of recursion it
may be that back is already an internal (hidden) action of FF(X ), i.e., we will have
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back ∈Aint =A\Aobs if there is already an application of recursion # in F(X ). Moreover
we should observe that A in #X :A:F(X ) stands for the set of observable actions.
Note, that a full exposition of our coalgebraic approach would require, in such a
way, to de%ne all the constructions on automata with interfaces.
The intuition behind the nondeterministic or  is to provide to the outside of a
system a nondeterministic alternative between two possible behaviors. We can model
this intuition by introducing an additional decision point with two possible internal
local decisions.
Denition 6.4. Let us be given a nondeterministic %lter automaton F=(S; ) and
states s1; s2 ∈ S. Then the introduction of an alternative between s1 and s2 provides an
automaton
Fs1
s2 = (S
′; ′ : S ′ → P(P(A′))× [A′→p Pf(S ′)])
as follows: We set S ′=def S ∪{s1  s2}; A′=def A∪{left; right} and ′(s)=def (s) for
each s∈ S. For s1  s2 ∈ S ′ we de%ne
acc(′(s1  s2)) =def {{left}; {right}};
dom(′(s1  s2)) =def {left; right};
and
′(s1  s2)(left) =def {s1}; ′(s1  s2)(right) =def {s2}:
For process expressions exp1 and exp2 we can de%ne analogously to the general
choice operator the nondeterministic %lter automaton
Fexp1
exp2 =def (Fexp1 +Var Fexp2)s1
s2
with initial state s1  s2 if si is the initial state of Fexpi for i=1; 2.
As an example for nondeterministic or and recursion we consider the expression
#X: exp1  exp2 with exp1 = (a→ (b→X ) | c→ (b→X )) and exp2 = (b→X | c→X )
from Section 6.2. According to our de%nitions we obtain for F#X: exp1
exp2
with initial state 1 4 and with the internal actions left, right, and back.
6.4. Elimination of internal actions
We describe now formally the stepwise elimination of internal actions in automata
as outlined in the introduction of this section.
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For this we consider a %nite nondeterministic %lter automaton F=(S; ) with a
%xed set Aobs⊆A of observable actions. For any state s∈ S with acc((s))∩P(Aobs) =
acc((s)) we can construct a new %nite nondeterministic %lter automaton
F′ = (S ′; ′ : S ′ → P(P(A))× [A→p Pf(S ′)])
by eliminating the internal actions starting in s as follows: We denote by reach(s)=def⋃{(s)(a) | a∈ dom((s))\Aobs} the set of all states in F reachable from s by an
internal action. We set S ′=def {reach(s)∪{s}}∪ S\(reach(s)∪{s}) and ′(s′)=def
(s′) for each s′ ∈ S\(reach(s) ∪ {s}). For s′= reach(s) ∪ {s}∈ S ′ we de%ne
acc(′(s′)) =def acc((s)) ∩P(Aobs) ∪
⋃
{acc((x)) | x∈ reach(s)};
dom(′(s′)) =def dom((s)) ∩ Aobs ∪
⋃
{dom((x)) | x∈ reach(s)}
and for each a∈ dom(′(s′)) we set
′(s′)(a) =def
⋃
{(x)(a) | (x = s ∨ x∈ reach(s)) ∧ a∈dom((x))}:
Note, that in case dom((s))\Aobs= ∅, i.e., reach(s)= ∅, we will just delete in
acc((s)) all acceptances that include internal actions.
If we apply successively the elimination of internal actions to a %nite nondetermin-
istic %lter automaton F with the set Aobs⊆A of observable actions we will get %nally,
due to the %nitarity of F, a %nite nondeterministic %lter automaton F′=(S ′; ′) with
acc(′(s′))⊆P(Aobs) and dom(′(s′))⊆Aobs for all s′ ∈ S ′ thus we can consider F′
to be an automaton with alphabet Aobs.
For the example F#X: exp1
exp2 in Section 6.3 we will get after two steps (in any
order) the automaton F′#X: exp1
exp2
where m is the initial state and arises by merging the states 1, 4, 1 4, and (3; 5) in
F#X: exp1
exp2 . Further, the power construction provides the following part of
Pf(F′#X: exp1
exp2) with initial state {m}:
Even for %nite automata with divergence, i.e., with loops of internal actions, our
procedure provides a reasonable result. The crucial point is that we abstract from
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divergence by merging all states of a loop into one state and by collecting all fully
observable acceptances in the loop. In such a way we would obtain for F#X :A:X (in
two steps) the automaton
i.e., an automaton representing the process STOPA. This is indeed not the intention of
Hoare who wishes to interpret #X :A:X as representing chaotic behavior.
7. Concealment
In the last section we discuss, within our framework, Hoare’s treatment of internal
actions and thus of divergence.
The problem is to assign to the states of a nondeterministic %lter automaton F with
alphabet A and with the set Aobs⊆A of observable actions deterministic %lter processes
with alphabet Aobs. Firstly, we can use the power construction Pf :NFAA→FAA to
transform the nondeterministic %lter automaton F into a deterministic %lter automaton
Pf(F) where the singleton states in Pf(F) correspond to the states in F. Secondly,
we can assign to each state in Pf(F) a deterministic %lter process with alphabet A
using the (unique) %nal Af→-homomorphism  Pf(F) :Pf(F)→FMA from Pf(F) into
the %nal Af→-coalgebra FMA since the set FPA of deterministic %lter processes on A
is the carrier of FMA. Finally, we need a mapping hide :FPA→FPAobs to transform
deterministic %lter processes on A to deterministic %lter processes on Aobs, i.e., processes
with observable actions only. The de%nition of hide :FPA→FPAobs will be the subject
of this section.
Before going to technical details we draw attention to the following crucial
observations:
(i) Since the state transition function vA :FPA→P(P(A))× [A→p FPA] in the %nal Af→-
coalgebra FMA is bijective we have as well an Af→-coalgebra FMA=
(FPA; vA) as an Af→-algebra FM
−1
A =(FPA; v
−1
A ) both with the same carrier FPA
[6, 12].
(ii) The de%nition of hide :FPA→FPAobs and thus the concept of “nondeterministic
processes” in [4] is based on a complex mixture of coalgebraic and algebraic
techniques (cf. Remark 5.2). This strange di-erence between the fully coalge-
braic concept of “deterministic processes” in [4] and the mixed coalgebraic and
algebraic concept of “nondeterministic processes” shows itself also in the di-er-
ence between the %xed point constructions in [4]. For “deterministic processes”
the construction starts with the completely unde%ned process STOPA and proceeds
by extending de%nedness. In contrast, the construction for “nondeterministic pro-
cesses” starts with the completely de%ned (and accepted) process CHAOSA and
proceeds by reducing de%nedness (and acceptance).
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It is astonishing, but, CSP seems to be coherent in the sense that for a “deter-
ministic recursive equation” both constructions provide the same “nondeterministic
result”.
(iii) The mapping hide :FPA→FPAobs will provide neither in the coalgebraic nor in the
algebraic sense any kind of homomorphism.
We are going now to de%ne hide :FPA→FPAobs . We start by considering two
Af→-subcoalgebras of FMA: Obviously, the set FPAobs of observable processes constitutes
an Af→-subcoalgebra of FMA. That is, FMAobs can be seen as an Af→-subcoalgebra of
FMA. Moreover, we can characterize FMAobs by the equation FMAobs = [LocAobs ] where
p∈LocAobs ⊆FPA i- acc(vA(p))⊆P(Aobs) and dom(vA(p))⊆Aobs. That is, FMAobs
is the greatest Af→-subcoalgebra of FMA contained in the set LocAobs of locally ob-
servable processes (see [9]).
In the same way we obtain the set DIVAobs ⊆FPA of all divergent processes, i.e.,
processes with in%nite traces of internal actions, as carrier of the Af→-subcoalgebra
DIVAobs =def [LocAint ] where p∈LocAint i- dom(vA(p))∩ (A\Aobs) = ∅. That is, DIVAobs
is the greatest Af→-subcoalgebra of FMA contained in the set LocAint of processes with
local internal actions.
If we turn, next, to the algebraic viewpoint we can observe that the Af→-algebra
FM−1A =(FPA; v
−1
A ) is generated by the set FPAobs ∪DIVAobs , i.e., we have FM−1A =
〈FPAobs ∪DIVAobs〉. This means that FM−1A is the smallest Af→-algebra of FM
−1
A contain-
ing FPAobs ∪DIVAobs . In this way we can use the common algebraic induction with the
two basic cases FPAobs and DIVAobs to de%ne things on FPA.
For the de%nition of hide :FPA→FPAobs we need, further, an auxiliary mapping
merge :Pf(FPAobs)→FPAobs that merges a %nite set of observable %lter processes into a
single observable %lter process. Using the embedding NAobs :FAAobs →NFAAobs and the
power construction Pf :NFAAobs →FAAobs we obtain for the %nal (Aobs)f→-algebraFMAobs
a further (Aobs)f→-algebra Pf(NAobs(FMAobs)) thus the %nal (Aobs)f→-homomorphism from
Pf(NAobs(FMAobs)) toFMAobs provides the intended mapping merge :Pf(FPAobs)→FPAobs .
Let us be given, now, a set A of actions with a designated set Aobs⊆A of observable
actions. To de%ne the mapping
hide : FPA → FPAobs ;
we consider %rst the two basic cases. For observable processes we take obviously the
identity
hide(p) =def p for all p ∈ FPAobs ⊆FPA
and divergent processes have to be identi%ed (according to Hoare) with chaotic
behavior
hide(p) =def CHAOSAobs for all p ∈ DIVAobs ⊆FPA:
The induction step is based on the Af→-algebra
FM−1A = (FPA; v
−1
A : P(P(A))× [A→p FPA]→ FPA):
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That is, we can consider any process p∈FPA\(FPAobs ∪DIVAobs) as the result of applying
the operation v−1A to the argument (acc(vA(p)); vA(p)), and the induction assumption
will be that hide(vA(p)(a))∈FPAobs is already de%ned for all a∈ dom(vA(p)).
To de%ne on this assumption hide(p)∈FPAobs it will be enough to assign to
(acc(vA(p)); vA(p))∈P(P(A))× [A→p FPA] a pair
(accp; gp) ∈ P(P(Aobs))× [Aobs→p FPAobs ];
since we can use the (Aobs)f→-algebra
FM−1Aobs = (FPAobs ; v
−1
Aobs : P(P(Aobs))× [Aobs→p FPAobs ]→ FPAobs);
to de%ne
hide(p) =def v−1Aobs(accp; gp):
Note, that we will have according to this de%nition and the bijectivity of vAobs
accp = acc(hide(p)) and gp = vAobs(hide(p)):
Analogously to the elimination of internal actions described in Section 6.4 we de%ne
(accp; gp) for each p∈FPA\(FPAobs ∪DIVAobs) as follows: We denote by reach(p)=def
{vA(p)(a) | a∈ dom(vA(p))\Aobs} the set of all processes in FPA reachable from p by
an internal action, and we set
accp =def acc(vA(p)) ∩P(Aobs) ∪
⋃
{accq | q∈ reach(p)};
dom(gp) =def dom(vA(p)) ∩ Aobs ∪
⋃
{dom(gq) | q∈ reach(p)}:
Note, that we get indeed accp⊆P(Aobs) and dom(gp)⊆Aobs according to the equa-
tions accq= acc(hide(q)), gq= vAobs(hide(q)), and the induction assumption. For each
a∈ dom(gp) we set
gp(a) =def hide(vA(p)(a));
in case a ∈ (dom(vA(p))∩Aobs)\
⋃{dom(gq) | q∈ reach(p)},
gp(a) =def merge({hide(vA(p)(a))} ∪ {gq(a) | q∈ reach(p); a∈dom(gq)});
in case a∈ dom(vA(p))∩Aobs ∩
⋃{dom(gq) | q∈ reach(p)}, and
gp(a) =def merge({gq(a) | q∈ reach(p); a ∈ dom(gq)});
in case a∈ ⋃{dom(gq) | q∈ reach(p)}\dom(vA(p))∩Aobs.
As an example we consider the deterministic %lter automaton F#X: exp1 
 exp2 from
Section 6.3 with alphabet A= {a; b; c; left; right; back} and the set Aobs= {a; b; c} of
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observable actions. The %rst levels of the process  F#X: exp1  exp2 (1 4)∈FPA starting in
state 1 4 can be depicted by
and the %rst levels of the corresponding observable process hide( F#X: exp1exp2 (1 4))
∈FPAobs are
Since there is no divergence in F#X: exp1 
 exp2 this process coincides with the process
starting in the state {m} of the automaton Pf(F′#X: exp1 
 exp2) in Section 6.4 that arises
from F#X: exp1 
 exp2 by, %rstly, eliminating internal actions and by, secondly, abstracting
from nondeterminism using the power construction.
8. Conclusion and further work
In the paper we have made a basic step towards a semantical reconstruction of
Hoare’s theory of CSP in terms of partial automata and related coalgebras.
We have shown that the concepts of processes in [4] are strongly related, on the
semantical level, to the concepts of deterministic partial automata, deterministic %lter
automata, and nondeterministic %lter automata. We were able to give a compatible
semantical interpretation of most of the operations in [4] on the level of automata.
For the deterministic case we have found a coincidence of the concept of deter-
ministic process in [4] and the concept of state in %nal deterministic partial automata.
The fact that this coincidence breaks down, for many reasons, in the nondeterministic
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case suggests to continue with a serious semantical oriented revision of CSP and other
process calculi along the observations and proposals made in the paper. Especially, it
seems to be worth to extend the analysis of Section 7 to other process calculi. That
is, to %nd out to what extent coalgebraic and algebraic techniques are mixed there and
how far they may be separated and combined in a more structured way.
Based on the results and categorical concepts of this paper we should be able to de-
velop a more general theory of combining and structuring automata. This would include,
e.g., the straightforward interpretation of changes of symbols by means of functors be-
tween categories of automata (analogously to [13]). It would be also very interesting
and necessary to relate the constructions and results of this paper to similar construc-
tions and results in the area of behavioral [8] and hidden [2] algebraic speci%cations.
It will be also convenient to consider weaker concepts of homomorphisms based
on the obvious partial ordering on the sets [A→p S], [A→p Pf(S)], and P(P(A)), re-
spectively. This would allow, e.g., to consider the synchronized automaton SYNM1 ;M2
as a (relative) subautomaton of the product automaton M1×M2. Moreover, we will
be able in such a way to extend our considerations in Section 4 concerning traces in
deterministic partial automata to %lter automata.
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